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Good performance of the TrueMarkTM MSI Assay

Introduction: MSI is detected as a result of a change in the lengths of

microsatellites caused by deletions or insertions of short repeating nucleotide

sequences in tumor DNA. Comparison to the germline DNA from the same

individual or to a panel of normal samples is required. MSI status has clinical use

for identifying patients with HNPCC/Lynch Syndrome and has for prognostic and

therapeutic decision-making purposes. The TrueMarkTM MSI Assay detects MSI

through multiplex PCR and fragment analysis of 13 microsatellite markers.

Additionally, two highly variable short tandem repeat (STR) sequences are

included to confirm sample identity. Data was analyzed with the TrueMarkTM MSI

Analysis Software which can make automated MSI status calling for each marker

with or without matching normal and offer a faster and easier analysis.

Methods: FFPE-derived DNA from 82 clinical samples (42 known MSI-H and 40

MSS samples; 43 colon, 39 non-colon including endometrium, uterus, cervix,

pancreas, stomach, esophagus, liver, prostate, lymph node, and breast) were

collected. The lowest native tumor content was 20% for colon and 40% for non-

colon samples. To test the assay’s performance at 20%, 30% and 40%, matched

tumor and normal samples were mixed. All samples were run with TrueMarkTM

multiplex PCR and fragment analysis with 1 ng of input, and were analyzed with

and without matched normal with the TrueMarkTM MSI Analysis Software.

Unflagged marker calls generated by the software were accepted, while flagged

marker calls were reviewed and either accepted outright or called manually by

comparing to matching normal markers if available. The cutoff for making an MSI-

H determination is 30 % of markers or greater being unstable, an MSS call is

between 0% and 30 %. The final calls of MSI status were compared to the

Promega MSI PCR assay results whose calls were made manually. Over 460

clinical samples have been run with the assay so far and individual marker’s

performance have been investigated.

Results: At native tumor purity with matching normal (colon 20-80%, and non-

colon 40-90%), the assay was 100% sensitive and specific. Without matching

normal, the sensitivity was 94% sensitive and 100 % specific. The sensitivity for

colon diluted to 20% tumor content with matching normal were 100% and 88%

without. The sensitivity for non-colon diluted to 40% tumor with matching normal

was 100% and 75% without. At 30% non-colon tumor with normal was 100%

sensitive and 69% without. Specificity was 100% in all cases.

Conclusions: At 1ng DNA input (minimum input 0.25ng), TrueMarkTM MSI Assay

showed good performance. For all native samples (colon tumor content 20-80%,

non-colon tumor content 40-90%), the assay showed 100% and 94% sensitivity

with and without matching normal, with specificity being 100% in all cases.
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Tumor content
Colon

(20-80%)
non-colon
(40-90%)

all tissues

Native
(20-90%)

w/ normal 100 100 100

w/o normal 94 94 94

Dil. 20% 

w/ normal 100 94 97

w/o normal 88 63 76

Tumor content
Colon

(20-80%)
non-colon
(40-90%)

all tissues

Undiluted
(20-90%)

w/ normal 100 100 100

w/o normal 100 100 100

Dil. 20% 

w/ normal 100 100 100

w/o normal 100 100 100

ABI markers showed higher instability under different circumstances

One month clinical data monitor 

Colon Non Colon

Conclusions

• Assay showed 100% and 94% sensitivity with and without 

matching normal with 1ng DNA input.

• Some MSI markers (ABI & NR-22) were more prone to 

lose instability than others when normal wasn’t available or 

tumor content decreased.

• Colon samples were more feasible to call MSI status 

reliably without matching normal, with tumor content as low 

as 20%

• Colon samples were 60% of clinical MSI samples, followed 

by endometrial/uterus, esophagus, and liver/lung.
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